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Saturday Workshop Themes/Programs 

Sep 16, 2023 - Classical (Duo) 
- Presenting Classical Composers, exploring the quirkiness of Mozart 
- Interactive element: Dynamic conducting, drawing what you hear, creating storyline of 

music 

Oct 22, 2023 - Nature (String Quartet) 
- Excerpts from: Sunrise quartet, four seasons, the lark, the bird, the carnival of the animals, 

Bieber solo violin sonata 
- Interactive element: Guess the season/animal, Drawing element.  
- Discussion: Climate change (are the seasons always going to be the same, or will they 

change in 50 years, how would the four seasons change in different parts of the world?) 
- Their Decision: Children curate part of the theme for November session 

Nov 11, 2023 - Surrealism (String Quartet) 
- Exploring “Modern Music”, contemporary compositions 
- Interactive element: Abstract art, interpretive dance, introducing strange looking and classic 

instruments, projector of surrealist art 

Dec 9, 2023 - Chamber Music is Teamwork! (String Quartet) 
- Insights into the art of rehearsing, featuring work for String Quartet and Community (Lamb) 
- Families are welcome to join this session 

Jan 20, 2024 - Folk Music, Eastern Music, Jazz  
- Exploring the history of these different genres with guest artists 
- Interactive element: Dance, Body percussion 

Feb 10, 2024 - Composition (Guest Pianist) 
- Children write their own compositions with the help of a professional “ghost” composer 

Mar 16, 2024 - Power of Music 
- Silent moving media excerpts with added live music 
- Interactive element: Sound and image puzzle, working on final concert program 

Apr 13, 2024 - Final Concert 
- Families are welcome to join the culmination of the year's work with a live performance 

featuring the children.
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Our educational program offers hands-on sensory experiences, interactive concerts, and educational 
presentations to children, aiming to foster their cognitive, emotional, and artistic development while also 
promoting cultural awareness and a love for music. The program includes various elements such as mini 
lectures, musical instrument backgrounds, classical/traditional music presentations from around the 
world, and interactive listening activities. The ultimate goal is to inspire the younger generation to 
become active listeners and musicians, encouraging them to appreciate music's beauty and its power to 
connect across cultures. 

This program has the potential to provide children with a holistic and enriching experience, contributing 
to their overall growth and development in a well-rounded manner. By combining educational content 
with interactive experiences, we are creating a platform where children can explore and engage with 
music in a meaningful and enjoyable way. 

● Regular children’s interactive concerts 

● Mini lectures on the music/instruments…etc. 

● Presentations of classical/traditional music 

from all over the world 

● Interactive listening

Benefits of Regular Exposure to These Concerts 
 
The numerous benefits of regular exposure to these concerts are truly heartwarming. The interactive 
nature of these events has a profound impact on young minds, sparking their curiosity and fostering their 
artistic talents with utmost care. This not only brings about positive psychological effects but also 
nurtures their intellectual growth across multiple fields, truly embracing the beauty of their unique 
potential.

Photos from first Children’s Concert on September 16th

Left: Children drawing what they hear.
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